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“CORFU LANDSCAPES Real & Imaginary”: This Rough
Colonialism That Bonds Place to Popular Culture
James Gifford, University of Alberta

Since my title derives from what seems like a spontaneous mixture of different

popular culture materials relating to Corfu—a Bond film, a romance novel, and a

magazine article—I think it best to explain from whence the references derive. The

colonial history of Corfu is as complex as any other place one might suggest, and

as would be expected, this history is visible in the landscape, cityscape, and other

sites on the island. What I find unexpected is the manner in which these histories

are obscured in the popular texts surrounding the island, such that traces of

colonialism and other provocative problems percolate up through the layers of

materials, making this past visible, though obscured. Lawrence Durrell, while not

my focus here, has perhaps described this process best:

You are aware not so much of a landscape coming to meet you invisibly

over those blue miles of water as of a climate. You enter Greece as one

might enter a dark crystal; the form of things becomes irregular,

refracted. Mirages suddenly swallow islands, and wherever you look the

trembling curtain of the atmosphere deceives.

Other countries may offer you discoveries in manners or lore

or landscape; but Greece offers you something harder—the discovery of

yourself. (Durrell 11)

My investigation here develops from notions that are implicit in this opening

passage from Durrell’s Prospero’s Cell, his travel narrative of Corfu. The image of

Greece, which is not quite the same as Greece itself, is seen as if through a “dark

crystal” that leaves it “irregular, refracted” (11). As the book later evidences, this is

to say the image one has in approaching Corfu, the part of Greece Durrell is

specifically describing, is a distortion. It mitigates between the places and the

observer, an observer who can only see the deceptive distortions. Moreover, this
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image offers “the discovery of yourself” (11), which suggests that the distorted

refractions are also partly reflections, in which the viewer may find his or her own

likeness. Specifically, it seems that the irregularities, refractions, and distortions

are the very spots where the viewer will uncover his or her own projections, hence

turning the tour into introspection.

To expand on this, Popular Culture Studies seems to conventionally

place and define one in relation to the object of one’s study, and to be entirely

predictable, I will note that I have had the opportunity to play the tourist on the

Greek island, Corfu, as well as nearby Albania and in mainland Greece. While my

more canonic interests took me there to teach and to conduct research, much of

which is directly tied to the island’s history and architectural sites, I cannot

overlook the oddity of certain unexpected confluences between my critical

interests and the ‘pulp’ materials I have acquired on these journeys. First, my

previous work has focused on postcolonial and intertextual readings of literary

texts that represent the island, such as those by Lawrence Durrell, who teasingly

manipulates the travel reader’s expectations of exoticism and peasant simplicity;

however, I find the same issues of representation, displaced colonial architectures,

and obfuscated colonial histories appearing in sources as varied as Mary Stewart’s

mystery-cum-romance novel, This Rough Magic, the James Bond film For Your

Eyes Only that derives from the very different short story in the book of the same

title, and Corfiot newsprint magazines such as the English language monthly The

Corfiot (which is an oddly nationalist name for a non-Greek publication) that make

troubled references to the role of the literary imagination in the creation of

landscapes for the tourist’s gaze.

This paper investigates a particularly striking series of ‘Occidentalisations’

of the Hellenic, and I would specifically note that I have displaced the expected

binary term, the ‘Orient,’ with the ‘Hellenic.’ Edward Said’s method in Orientalism

has had a far-reaching influence, even to the point of replacing many scholars’

awareness of Orientalism as a disciplinary field like Hellenism or Classicism; yet, I

find it exceedingly odd that when these same practices of representation, knowing,

and exerting power are employed in relation to Hellenic locations and peoples,

critical readings tend to avoid such an elision. It is high time for a companion

volume called Hellenism… While David Roessel’s In Byron’s Shadow has recently

employed Said’s method of inquiry in order to recognize patterns of depiction, it
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nonetheless makes only scant mention of Said and no mention of postcolonial

theory. In response to Roessel (or hubristically as a polemic), I examine prevalent

and repeated trends in representing the landscape of Corfu in fiction, film, and

print culture. Moreover, my investigation is informed by postcolonial notions of

representation, the physical history of the sites represented, and the disturbing

‘cracks’ in the created images, through which the colonial past becomes visible.

In this way, I attempt to account for James Bond’s inadvertent re-

enactment of the British destruction of Corfiot architectural sites when Imperial

rule faltered; Mary Stewart’s insistence that Corfu can only be ‘known’ through

Shakespeare’s The Tempest, which suggests the Corfiot as Caliban (and repeats

Lawrence Durrell’s Prospero’s Cell); and an English magazine, The Corfiot’s, highly

unusual recognition of “Real & Imaginary” landscapes on its brown, pulp-paper

cover that is layered like a palimpsest over the inner story that contrastingly forces

Corfu (the physical site) to conform to and be understood via the Western

imagination’s textual notions of Hellenism.

To begin, I want to trace some of the colonial landscapes of Corfu itself

through the texts I have chosen, and James Bond in particular. The film For Your

Eyes Only is set on Corfu, the ‘Garden Isle,’ and makes extensive use of the island’s

landscape to forward both the visual appeal and rising action of the movie.

Significantly, the main elements of the plot and the title of the film derive from Ian

Fleming’s James Bond story, “For Your Eyes Only,” from the collection of the same

title. This story is likewise set on a ‘Garden Isle’ with lush vegetation, rich with

birds, and “the short violent dusk” (41). The plantation is also colonial, “given…

by Oliver Cromwell… [and] maintained… through three centuries” (41); however,

this island is Jamaica and I find the elision of one ‘ethnic’ site to another telling.

Conveniently, this colonial plantation is called “Content” (41) and the relocation of

“Content” is explicitly ruled out as impossible for the owners, the Havelock family

(43). My suggestion is that “Content” should instead be read as ‘content,’ and this

elisions brings us to the heart of the matter—content is meaningless as a

description of a real cultural landscape when this context is really the imaginary

romanticization of another group. Fleming’s Jamaica is no more real that the later

film director’s snapshots of Corfu. The quaint Greek accents that fill the film are
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originally those of “a huge blue-black Negress,” whose accent is clumsily written

into the text (40). Moreover, like a palimpsest with one layer bleeding through into

the next, the text of the short story filters into the film in ways that suggest that the

colonial overtones of both serve to deny any real distinctions between the ‘ethnic,’

or ‘not-English,’ groups involved—Jamaica and Corfu are both defined as the

projected imaginary of the English audience. Both the film and story firmly

implant a Eurocentric, or even Anglocentric perspective where any particular

‘native’ setting will do as well as any other. Fleming says “Jamaica’s as good as

anywhere else” (39), and apparently so is Corfu. In this manner, his frequent

references to the communist Fidel Castro (39) can just as easily become the

Communist Albanians in the Bond film. Language errors also remain in the film,

including very bad Greek when it is even used, or the extremely perplexing

“porfavore” from Bond when he is seeking help in a Greek mountain village, as if

Greeks spoke Spanish. What is more perplexing is that the Greeks evidently

understand him, implying that any ‘ethnic’ language will serve as well as any

other. Such careless shifts between locations as culturally distinct as Corfu and

Jamaica, unified only in being islands and by being not-British, are troubling.

These shifts also demonstrate that what is on display in both works is not any real

landscape or place, but rather a projection of the contents of the audience’s

imagination of ‘ethnic exoticism.’ Moreover, such an imagined image works like

Durrell’s dark crystal, which is irregular, refracted, and deceives, but if the

audience explores those refractions, it can yield up the previously invisible

imaginaries and stereotypes that allow ‘ethnic’ to define ‘different.’ The most

striking of such elisions, for the viewer who has actually visited the island, is

Bond’s re-enactment of the end of British colonial rule by destroying architectural

sites. Since the film could not shoot in communist Albania, John Glen, the

director, used the sea side of the Old Fortress as the set for the communist

stronghold, which was then exploded as Bond fled, exactly as the fortifications of

the Old Fortress (the site that became the set) were exploded when the British left

from Corfu so that it could not be refortified, except in the film Bond stands in for

his nation and takes up its actions.

These elisions continue in the film and demonstrate that the audience’s

preconceived notions disturb direct perception. Specific sites blend and blur,

offering up the same neo-colonial, Anglocentric sense that one ‘ethnic’ view is as
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good as any other, or that they are all the same—but I will emphasize that the

recognition of these incongruities thrusts complex interpretive responsibility on

any audience that then must account for its preconceptions. For instance, there are

a number of striking features to the portion of the film that first finds James Bond

meeting his ‘Bond girl’ at Pontikonissi, and then touring sites in and around Corfu

town. Even on the surface, there are odd translations of Greek, where yes means

no and please means thank-you for Bond. In terms of geographical realism, the

sites instantly shift from

Pontikonissi, near Perama,

four kilometers south of

Corfu Town, to a street on

the north side of Corfu

Town. Bond then surpris-

ingly crosses a square in the

south, comes north again,

and then we see a view of

the city through his eyes,

which magically slide to another location four kilometers further south from

where we began in Pontikonissi. Albeit, Bond drives a better car that I do, but such

an excursion would seem to be rather poor planning. My sarcasm is only partially

joking because, while I concede that manipulations of specific locales and spaces

are a common trope in virtually all filmmaking, these particular instances in For

Your Eyes Only appear as part of a larger trend. More tellingly, the final movement

from the camera’s pan over the city, featuring a Venetian fortress, an Anglican

church in the guise of an ancient temple, and a Roman Rotunda—moving to the

balcony overlooking lush greenery—is yet another elision. The first sequence is

taken from the rooftop garden of the Cavalieri Hotel in Corfu Town, and this is

then cut to another location several kilometers south in Perama. Fortunately, both

the balcony of the Cavalieri and the balcony of the Achilleon Palace are identical,

so the impression is one of a seamless shift, even though the viewer has been

deceived about the nature of the place. Locations of vastly different import are

likewise elided. Blending one site into another is an established practice in filming,
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but when it is in the context of a landscape pan meant to elicit the nostalgia for a

place waiting to receive English-speaking tourists, the function seems to be much

like the shifting of Castro to anonymous Albanians or Jamaica to Corfu. The actual

landscape itself is “as good as anywhere else” (39); so long as it is lush, green, and

‘ethnic’ it will fulfill the viewer’s projected desires and expectations.

Specifically, the sites that are blurred together (or translated across

space) gain a cohesion they otherwise would not have. The Old Fortress was

constructed by the Venetians and later expanded by a variety of colonial powers

on the island. It drew much of the island’s population away from the old town,

Paleopolis, and into modern Corfu Town, which is a distinctly Venetian looking

city. Moreover, the film lingers over the church of Saint George inside the Old

Fortress, as if remembering a moment of British colonial ascendancy. This

structure was erected much later during the British occupation; however, it is not

the expected neo-Gothic design for an English church. It echoes the Temple of

Artemis in Paleopolis, although it stands inside the fortress that partly caused the

abandonment of the old city—like Corfu standing in for Jamaica, this church

stands in for the ancient temple. Furthermore, the original temple’s pediment was

of the Gorgon with her serpents. The serpents show that the gorgon was raped,

and hence she wears them as belt and they issue out of her braids. The Anglican

church displaces this history and landmark. What is perhaps most striking is that

it is Saint George who displaces the Gorgon. Saint George, the dragon killer, is a

popularly and prominently shared saint between the Greek Orthodox Church and

the Anglican church; however, in this instance the commonality is not unifying.

Saint George phallicly impales the serpent with his spear while the Gorgon wears

her serpents as a result of the pregnancy arising from such a penetration in her

rape: her colonization.
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The Bond film, I

might add, blurs these

significant sites, as well as

the Roman Rotunda, into

yet another island locale.

Perama contains the

Achilleon palace, which is

notably Austrian in origin.

Apart from its inclusion of

Shakespeare and Byron among the muses in the rich gardens, perhaps the most

striking feature is the palace’s namesake: the Dying Achilles statue. Earnest Gustav

Herter in Vienna created the statue, and it was then shipped to Corfu, but it has

somehow become a domestic landmark. Moreover, Empress Sissy associated her

fallen son with the Greek god Achilles, and hence the statue bears his likeness.

This is certainly not an uncommon practice, but as with the layering in the

landscape of the Anglican church of Saint George, over the Venetian fortress, and

over the Greek temple of Artemis, this statue exemplifies the hybridity of Corfu, as

well as its colonial history, which is worked into both the landscapes themselves

and the modes of their representations abroad. They are translated, both from

place into text, and in the case of the statue, from text into place. If the Dying

Achilles was one Occidental re-imagining of the Hellenic, then I must wonder how

the popular materials I address here will eventually be integrated as textual and

visual works that function in the same way.

In the same vein as James Bond, the fantasy writer, Mary Stewart, who

is best known for her Arthurian novels, also wrote a trilogy of Hellenic mystery-

cum-romance novels. Her heroine in the Corfiot novel, This Rough Magic, even

anticipates Bond’s escapades on the island seventeen years before the film when

she notes it would be a long time before she “got into the James Bond class” (202).

In contrast, where the Bond materials blur places into each other, Stewart

intertextually ties her own descriptions of Corfiot sites to a rich variety of texts, not

the least of which is the English Shakespeare, who evidently offers the key

through which Corfu must be read. Stewart’s “Castello” (11) closely resembles the
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Achilleon Palace in a number of ways, although she does give the palace a separate

description for a few brief scenes in the novel. The inspiration, however, is clear:

“the Castello dei Fiori: “tatty beyond words, sort of Wagnerian gothic, like a set for

a musical version of Dracula…, operatic splendours” (Stewart 11). This description

repeats, showing a common theme:

It would make a marvellous background for a Gothic thriller…. One

feels it ought to be permanently shrouded in mist, with vampires

crawling down the walls, not surrounded by flowers, and the peace and

sunshine of this enchanted island…. You could hardly insult this kind of

crazy baroque anyway. Loco rococo” (57).

Apart from emphasizing the over-the-top splendour of the Italianate building,

which other earlier authors have already done, Stewart repeats her association of

the building with the Gothic and with vampires. One would expect the Gothic

elements to be visible in the British constructions on the island, where the British

imagination of the Hellenic instead appears. Moreover, Stewart’s vampiric

description suggests one creature drawing life from another. This seems apt given

the colonial history of the island and the visibility of this history in the architecture

of the sites—life is drawn from the island and fed into its occupiers, who in turn

recreate the island in their own vision. Like the mythical vampire’s bite, this is

both an extraction and an inscription.

Stewart’s novel also provocatively leads the reader into what is perhaps

the most complex area of the island. Her heroine is looking for something

“classical enough” (176) and sites that “might be expected to appeal to an avid

classicist like [her]self” (177). Completely without her knowledge or interest, this

characters walks through a kaleidoscope of colonial architecture while looking for

the Tomb of Menacrates; she sees “a football ground, the site of a Venetian fort”

(177), which is all “on the Esplanade, at the corner of the Palace” (60). I have

already discussed the

Venetian Fortress; however,

in reality, the “football

ground” is a British cricket

green still in use on the
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island. It sits directly opposite “the Esplanade” (60), which is a replica of the Rue

de Rivoli in Paris, dating to the French occupation of Corfu under Napoleon. The

Cricket green sits in the place of the Louvre, though enough of Greece certainly

resides in the Louvre and British Museum.

To return to my mention of Shakespeare, perhaps the richest moment of

colonial disruption in Stewart’s novel is the elision she makes between Caliban

and the Greeks. In a literal sense, she describes Corfu as Prospero’s island,

including numerous ongoing quotations from Shakespeare’s The Tempest.

Lawrence Durrell had already suggested this, with much the same argument, in

Prospero’s Cell twenty years earlier; however, for Stewart this allusion takes a

more problematic association. Early in the novel, before The Tempest has been

otherwise mentioned, local Greeks are described as “Caliban” (25), who may

frighten the heroine. This beastliness of the native Greek continues throughout the

novel, with quaint but physically solid Greeks who fulfill Caliban-like service to

the foreigners who, like Prospero, oversee these servants. This nicely aligns with

the patron saint as well, Saint Spiridon, or “Spiro” as half the male population of

the island seems to be named, is close enough to Prospero (63) to allow Stewart

(likely drawing on Durrell) to be playful with Pro-Spiro. This also prompts me to

argue for Prospero’s description in The Tempest as a foreign reigning deity over

the beastly natives, which is both aurally and figuratively comparable to Saint

Spiridon’s physical existence as the mummified body of a foreigner now residing

on Corfu. Hilary (Whiton) Paipeti, in the English language magazine The Corfiot,

creates a similar situation (drawing on Stewart), such that the cover of the

newsprint provocatively reads: “CORFU LANDSCAPES: Real & Imaginary.”

Nonetheless, this prompt for distinguishing between a tourist-oriented imaginary

and the lived space of the sites themselves is quickly abandoned in her attempt to

establish Corfu as a site primarily readable through foreign textual bodies,

interposed between the reader and the locale like rose coloured glass for the Grand

Tour (Paipeti 17).

This returns me to the problems I opened this paper with. A manner of

discussing Hellenism needs to be developed that is akin to Said’s work on the

discipline of Orientalism; this would trace representations of ‘Hellas’ or ‘the Orient’
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in writings from abroad in conjunction with their political import, periods of

change, occasionally infantilizing tone, and gendered modes of representation.

David Roessel notes that

the Romantic age [broadly] constructed an image of a politicized,

female, modern Greece fit for the temple of Apollo. This image

dominated representations of Greece into the twentieth century and was

eventually transmuted by writers affiliated with modernism into an

apolitical, male Greece in a Dionysian frenzy. (7)

How these modes of representation relate to the “Western imagination” (4) strikes

a harmonious chord with Said’s contention “that European culture gained in

strength and identity by setting itself off against the Orient as a sort of surrogate

and even underground self” (3), although my temptation is the replace “the

Orient” with “the Hellenic.”

Roessel makes the claim (and does the very considerable work

necessary to prove it) that

Greek regeneration was not simply a part of nineteenth-century

nationalism, it contained within it millenial hopes. Yet while I argue that

modern Greece had a particular significance for English and American

writers from 1770 to 1967, I also suggest that the depiction of Greece

had a symbiotic relation to the perception of Italy, Turkey, and the

Mediterranean in general. (6)

Such claims must be balanced against the political facts he likewise involves, and

how such a combination suggests the Western re-imagining of Self through the

Hellenic Other, as well as what such a process inscribes on Greece and Greeks.

Moreover, there are no materials more apt for such a process than those of Popular

Culture. What Roessel reveals, but does not explicate, is the fascinating

resemblance between the Hellenism he details and Said’s seminal statement that

“Orientalism [Hellenism] is—and does not simply represent—a considerable

dimension of modern political-intellectual culture, and as such has less to do with
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the Orient [Hellas] than it does with ‘our’ world” (12). To buffer my suggestion of

such an elision of perspectives, Roessel adds that:

Viewed geographically, modern Greece sits between Europe and Asia; it

is in the process of throwing off the ‘Orientalism’ it acquired during four

centuries of Turkish rule and reacquiring a European nature. (7)

Such an approach to Hellenism as a discourse poised between Orient and Occident

implies that it complicates many current notions of ‘Orientalism’ as a postcolonial

reading method; Hellenism is complicated by an explicit sense of sameness in

difference, and as a space “In-between,” it promises critical difficulties and

rewards for investigation. Nonetheless, the simplification of Greek ‘Orientalism’ as

something acquired and thrown off (7) is problematic in the same way as the texts

I have examined here.

In addition to these aspects of Hellenism as both an academic field of

study and a material example of the attitudes that shape what is ‘true’ and ‘known’

about places and peoples with real, colonial histories, stands Durrell’s clue to the

processes Roessel carefully outlines but does not explicitly draw attention to;

“Other countries may offer you discoveries in manners or lore or landscape;

Greece offers you something harder—the discovery of yourself” (Durrell 11). If

Greece is some “dark crystal” (11) that refracts Europe and America’s distorted

image back to itself, then does this not explain how Henry Miller can imagine

American Indians crossing its landscape (89)? It would seem clear that such

moments ought to be connected to scenes where Bruce Chatwin calls the Lizard

Man Australian Aboriginal songline an Australian Odyssey and a “story of an

antipodean Helen” (107) or Aphra Behn can civilize Oroonoko by giving him a

Roman nose (8) and describing Imoinda as “the beautiful Black Venus” (9), which

albeit are Classical rather than Hellenic transformations, but equally telling and

indicative of a trend. Even Conrad, the Atlas of postcolonial theory, describes the

‘heart of darkness’ of Thailand in “The Secret Sharer” as the “very gateway of

Erebus” (29)—the problematic darkness of the East and the censored contents of

the West that it represents is clear, but the need to define such an Other through
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yet another Other, visible in the Hellenic metaphor that does not enlighten, is a

rich moment for intertextual debate. The tropes of Hellenism that are used in the

popular materials I have discussed here and that grant intelligibility to the Other

are likewise a means to ‘knowing’ modern Greece. As Lawrence Durrell seems to

have become aware, Greece offers the Westerner a discovery of Self because it is

used in Western discourses as a container for projections of many of the censored

traits of the West itself, yet it is refigured as a glorious causa sui origin for Europe,

continually reconstructed to better reflect back the face of its admirer, the gazing

spectator. If not “a dark crystal” (Durrell 11), then perhaps disciplinary Hellenism

and Popular materials such as I have outlined here can be described as the rose-

coloured glass through which the viewer finds a real landscape, but framed in

order to match the preconceived imagination. The Hellenic might even be figured

as the glass through which Orientalism is made visible.

While Corfu shows layers of colonial history in a Parisian Rue de Rivoli,

Venetian fortresses, or British government houses—all of which disturbs the

reader’s reflective gaze—it is equally true that the American White House sports

Hellenic columns, Classical temples dot the British countryside at surprising

moments, and even Edmonton’s Whyte Avenue has neo-Hellenic buildings; just as

Egyptian obelisks stand in Paris and London, so too do Greek antiquities. It seems

that the invisibility of the Hellenic, due to its universality, makes the recognition of

the West’s distorted, refracted projections (not reflections) difficult. If Greece can

be read as “a literary tradition” (Roessel 3), as Roessel claims, then despite its

beauties, Hellenism is that inscribing and defining tradition just as surely as Said’s

is Orientalism, and such inscriptions have their most profound effects in the

artifacts of Popular Culture, which I’ve hopefully given a provocative, though

certainly not exhaustive, excavation of here.
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